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Basis of Nouns and Verbs
A new study of the functional anatomy of noun and verb production
suggests an important role for semantic representations in the cortical
processing of these two distinct grammatical classes.Sophie K. Scott
The most basic grammatical
distinctions that can be made are
between ‘parts of speech’,
distinctions which clarify how
words are used. Of the parts of
speech, nouns and verbs are
constant classifications across
languages — even languages
which do not mark grammatical
tense, such as Mandarin Chinese,
still treat nouns and verbs as
separate classes of words. Studies
of brain-damaged patients have
provided evidence that noun and
verb processing can be
dissociated — the use of one can
be damaged more than the use
of the other. But such
neuropsychological approaches
are poor at defining the neural
basis of such differentiation, and
the topic of the neural
representation of nouns and verbs
has provoked a lively series of
papers (see [1,2], for example).
Shapiro et al. [3] have recently
reported a functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) study of
the production of spoken nouns
and verbs, the results of which
indicate that different neural
systems are recruited for each
grammatical class. Specifically, the
left prefrontal cortex, left superior
parietal lobule and left superior
temporal gyrus were found to be
activated in the production of
verbs, and the left anterior fusiform
gyrus was activated in the
production of nouns.
One of the big issues when
attempting to differentiate nouns
and verbs is that, in addition to
grammatical distinctions, they also
often differ semantically — to put
this crudely, verbs are ‘doing
words’ that describe actions, and
nouns are words that describe
objects. As Shapiro et al. [3] note,
this distinction is not absolute —
verbs can refer to abstract events,
‘to judge’ for example, and nounscan refer to actions, as in ‘the walk’.
And verbs typically have more
possible inflections than nouns.
There are two further challenges
in using English to probe the
neuroanatomy of nouns and verbs.
The first is that, in English, nouns
and verbs are not differentiated
morphologically — though they are
in their inflectional affixes — thus
reading the word ‘hammer’ does
not in and of itself indicate whether
this is in the sense of the verb
‘I hammer’ or the noun ‘my
hammer’. The second challenge
is that English is very flexible in
allowing many verbs to be created
from existing nouns: for example,
‘the chair’, ‘to chair’; ‘the plate’,
‘to plate’; and my personal
favourite, ‘the trousers’, ‘to
trouser’. There are data indicating
that English speakers do not
process ‘hammers’ in different
neural regions, depending on
whether the word was interpreted
as a noun or a verb; rather, the
common semantic component
dominates [4]. Shapiro et al. [3]
addressed these challenges by
using the words in short phrases:
‘he jumped’, ‘the jumps’, which
disambiguate the grammatical
status of the target words. They
also used pseudo-words as
nouns and verbs — ‘he zugs’, ‘the
prids’ — a clever way of attempting
to isolate the semantic contribution
to nouns and verbs, though, as
they note, this does not prevent
the subjects from assigning
some abstract meaning to the
non-words.
In a final elegant twist, Shapiro
et al. [3] used a variety of noun and
verb categories, including abstract
and concrete nouns, and irregular
and regular noun and verb
inflections, on the assumption that
brain areas truly selective for nouns
and verbs should be selectively
activated by the two different
grammatical identities, and not
modulated by these otherconditions or by task performance.
Their design thus allowed them to
infer that the left superior temporal
gyrus activation in response to
verbs is also modulated by the
reaction time and by abstract/
concrete distinctions, a complex
role which is consistent with
suggestions that the posterior
superior temporal lobe, the ‘core’
of Wernicke’s area, subserves
complex roles in speech
perception and production, and is
implicated in both workingmemory
[5] and the processing of abstract
words [6]. The design also
permitted them to conclude that
the left inferior frontal and superior
parietal response to verbs, and the
left anterior fusiform response to
nouns, are activated by these
grammatical classes irrespective
of lexical factors.
Shapiro et al. [3] point out that
the robust activations seen across
experiments for verbs and nouns
do seem to correspond roughly to
‘verb as action’ and ‘nouns as
objects’. The verb activation was
in prefrontal and parietal cortex,
areas associatedwith the control of
movement (for example [7]), and
the noun activation was in the left
basal temporal lobe, near to
regions associated with visual
object processing (for example [8]).
Without assuming that this
activation means that syntactically
verbs are processed as actions and
nouns are processed as objects,
the authors point out that such
activations are consistent with
a role for such representations in
the acquisition of nouns and verbs
in development.
Similarly, Shapiro et al. [3]
suggest that their results are
consistent with a core
representational aspect of nouns
being their reference to
individuated objects or actions,
and an analogous core aspect of
verbs being their association with
events — an obligatory temporal
extent. They point out that this
account is supported by a close
anatomical relationship between
the area selective for nouns and
basal temporal lobe areas
previously identified [9] as
distinguishing between example
items from higher-order groupings,
and an established role for
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DNA double-strand breaks are the
most lethal form of DNA damage
and are intermediates in numerous
gross chromosomal
rearrangements. When a DNA
double-strand break occurs and is
recognised by a cell, a signaling
cascade ensues which
orchestrates a complex response
aimed at maintaining cell viability
and genome integrity (reviewed in
[1]). This signaling cascade, often
known as the DNA damage
checkpoint, is controlled in large
part by PI(3) kinase-like kinases:
ATR and ATM in human cells;
Mec1 and Tel1 in budding yeast.
Checkpoint signaling modulates
DNA double-strand break repair
in part by regulating protein
recruitment to sites of DNA
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R296prefrontal and parietal networks,
seen in this study for verbs, in the
processing of time and temporal
structure [10].
While Shapiro et al. [3] are
admirably restrained in their
interpretations, they outline how
their results suggest there is some
relationship between grammatical
class and semantic
representations. This is a far
from trivial issue: from a classic
psycho-linguistic perspective,
semantic and syntactic
representations can be fully
dissociated and indeed, from
some positions, syntactic
representations could well be
considered to be preeminent in
human language organization.
The new data suggest, at the very
least, that these hard distinctions
need to be softened when we
consider the neural instantiation
of these linguistic categories.
Such a perspective has also
been addressed in a recent study
with which I was associated [11].
Here wemoved from English as our
model language and exploited the
fact that Italian distinguishes
between nouns and verbs
morphologically — for example,
‘fermata’, stop (noun) and
‘fermare’, to stop (verb) — even
when the words are not inflected as
plurals or by tense. We controlled
for semantic effects by using only
verbs and nouns that referred to
events, and we directly compared
the contribution of grammatical
class (nouns and verbs) to the
contribution of semantic class
(whether the words referred to
motion or sensations). Our study
involved native Italian speakers
listening passively to single words.
We found that the same brain
network was activated in
processing nouns and verbs,
whereas differences were
reported for the processing of
motion, which showed preferential
activation in left primary and
premotor cortex, and sensory,
which showed preferential
activation in left inferior fusiform
gyrus.
Thus, differences in preferential
activation in our study [11] were
strictly driven by semantic rather
than grammatical class. Following
on from the new study by Shapiro
et al. [3], this is also evidencesuggesting that noun/verb
processing differences are not
related to grammatical class
per se, but are driven by correlated
semantic differences (see also [4]).
Of course, to some degree we find
somewhat different effects since
our paradigm (speech perception),
or baseline (an acoustic control)
and our stimuli are different,
but I think the converging
interpretations of a semantic
component to syntactic classes
raises some intriguing issues. Will
we ever be able to identify neural
systems which show a purely
syntactic profile of processing, and
if so, will nouns and verbs be the
way to do so unambiguously? Is
syntactic structure the dominant
organizational principle for human
language, or, when considering the
neural substrates, is it possible that
we will continue to find a more
central role for semantic structure
and organization?
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